I4	PEOPLE AND POETS
So It happens that ballads, which (as we have seen) know so little
of nationality, have come to create and sustain the sense of nation-
hood in times of deadly peril. However crushed by the rapacity
of pashas, the Bul^ar could not lose heart so long as he sang of
daring attacks on the treasure trains. One reads, without surprise,
that the brothers Miladinov could not gather these ballads without
risk to life and limb. Though the Bulgarian and Serbian tongues
are almost one, the ballads of the latter perpetuate the racial dif-
ference in the term 'black Bulgar'. The Greek klepht led a life of
wild exhilaration in summer and bitter privation in winter; it was
sure to end on the gallows, probably after torture;  yet his
'tragoudia' let him believe that Olyinpos and Kissabos talked of his
exploits, and convinced him that 'freedom is a glorious thing'.
Thanks to the ballads, the razzias of the klephts were joined
into one common demand for Greek freedom.  Still more marked
was the influence of his ballads on the Serb.    The best of them
sang of the defeat of Kosovo, redeemed from shame by patriotic
devotion and martyrdom; in Marko Kraljevic they had a Serb
whom no odds could daunt; and the haiduk poems displayed the
same wild valour on a more normal scale and in more recent times.
We can well believe that such memories were in their minds as
the Serbian army crossed the field of Kosovo in the war of 1912.
As soon as the soldiers felt under their feet the liberated plain, they
fell on their knees, whispering prayers and kissing the sacred soil. And
when they rose again, they instinctively marched over it softly, on tip-toe,
in order not to disturb the sleep of the heroic dead who, more than five
hundred years before, had there given their lives for Cross and Liberty.l
At the same time, the sight of Marko Kraljevic astride his Dapple
broke a detachment away from the line to storm a hillock with an
irresistible rush, before the officers could restore the discipline
required by modern war.
These Balkan instances are striking, but are not unparalleled. In
the north, Holger Danske became a symbol of Danish freedom
through his defence of their land against the German Dietrich, and
Danish soldiers chanted his ballad as they manned the Daneverk
in 1864. The recovery of the Kalevala and Kalevipoeg, and of the
balladry underlying these poems, has restored the national spirit
of Finns and Esthonians.
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